
While the aesthetics to what is new are intriguing, what I’m exploring are the new ways in which the 

medium of photography has evolved from a tool of documenting the body and geographies to a medium 

of sublime self-expression. photographers in East Africa have used the lens to capture the realities their 

communities have lived, and they have innovated visual languages that express their nuanced individual 

and social identities, and the artists in this exhibition continue to push the envelope in the medium of 

photography.  

The artists I am choosing to work with are those who are incorporating photography into their own 

symbol making. Photography as an art form is relatively new in Uganda, and often not qualified as art at 

all. It is common knowledge that photography was brought here as a tool for documentation. The 

colonial system introduced photography as a means to catalogue and categorize indigenous native 

states and to send reports on geographical features. This way of interacting with photography 

transferred to the indigenous population when the colonial project was handed over 

However there was innovation and photographers learnt to use lens to tell stories and store personal 

memory archives, various tools through image making came up to interpret the realities of the 

communities these people lived in, photography presented the opportunity to eliminate intermediaries 

in the presentation of self, individuals could now fashion their own images to present themselves to the 

world, this can be seen in what studio photography achieved in some communities for example the 

Likoni Ferry photographers, these artists took image making forward by combining traditional form and 

techniques with modern elements and in this way they achieved what’s new, “ekipya”  

With such a history, we cannot assess what’s new in photography by juxtaposition only because there a 

very few if any reference points from which to juxtapose a progress. What you are experiencing is but a 

primal utterance, the form is not perfect, the composition and structure are almost looped fractals, 

There is the desire to unpack, to dissect and explain the medium at an elemental level. There is the 

excitement at the freedom to now deploy images because now through media the miracle of image 

making has been proliferated so much that the core basics of image making become a second 

subconscious. (the repeated observation of the act of storing visual histories as images becomes so 

common-place that it is now no longer observed, it fades into the millions of things that constitute a 

reality), upon which then other images can infer coded messages, this need for the image to be coded 

and complex defines what’s new in image making. The artists I am showing here are creating codes 

through how they play with photographic elements, and they portray through these images an agency 

and personhood. 

Carol Kagezi uses images to codify physical and mental pain with personal symbolism. She uses fractals 

and repetition to create images that are a commentary on surveillance of the environment and the 

body. Her work in response is a rebellion at observation by returning it, The pain here is that persistent 

sense of being watched in all environments public and private, the rebellion is against the possibility of 

that reality, that is unfortunately sustained by the digital, so the artist recirculates the pain and directs it 

back at the antagonist, the one who surveys. The viewer then sees this cycle and is compelled to 

contend with the reality of this surveillance. 

 

 



Canon Rumanzi strips all context away to create images that are essentially tokens of artificiality, marks 

that bear evidence to the proliferation of the man-made., his work shows the ability of image making to 

record all the elements micro and macro the whole entirety of collective existence.  He uses 

photocollage to have embed multiple elements in his images that trace the transition of culture from 

the colonial to the now post independent Uganda. 

Brook Getachew codifies a “new” and modern aesthetic but he does this through an observation of a 

raw and very physical way of image making (the polaroids, which were in a way the “modern“ of which 

is now a history, an epoch) which we observe on fully artificial surfaces. Brook merges the analog and 

the digital through the juxtaposition of the image of his work and the polaroid. 

What enriches Lidiya Zelke’s work is how it expands the code-image making process pushing the 

metaphor past the physical -sprite juxtaposition that is anchored on the physicality of the body that 

exists in the real reality and in the image, Zelke images go a step further; they imbue the fictional sprites 

with other probable fictions, so the sprites too get sprites, expanding the layering of fictions and 

possible future existences. 

Margaret Ngigi creates personal symbol through her photographs that respond to what it means to be a 

woman in Kenya, her interest in portraiture stems from the desire to create images that give multiple 

expressions to the individual, through the symbolism of her work she aims to ignite conversations on 

mental health, cultural progress and feminisms. 

In this conversation of what is new, the expectation cannot be a familiar and organized outcome, while 

the aesthetic consideration and technical approach will be visually stimulating in unfamiliar ways, the 

conceptual underpinning of what should be considered new is the movement towards a sublime 

subjectivity. 

“Thus, what we have here, in the object of this photograph album, is a collection of images that were 

assembled with the specific intention of defining a comprehensive “visual geography” of the new 

Uganda Protectorate, and of its place within the wider British Empire, for a UK-based audience. In other 

words, the traces of cosmopolitanism to which I referred earlier turn out not to be coincidental at all, 

given that these images were produced as part of an attempt to locate Uganda within a wider visual 

imaginary of Empire.”  (Vokes, 1928) 

sublime subjectivity means that now image makers intentionally or organically shifted from solely using 

photography as an academic-expository tool, the application from its introduction in Uganda was that;  

photographers made images solely for juxtaposition and classification of geographies and people. 
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